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Here Is The Free Thyroid Report For Women You Requested That Chronicles… 

 

How Women On Thyroid Hormones Are 

One By One Being                    

Misdiagnosed And How This Health 

Care Flaw Is Having Devastating Effects 

On Women’s Health… 

 
 Day After Day…Year After Year… 

 
Inside This Women’s Thyroid Report You’ll Discover… 
 

 That You Are Potentially Afflicted With A Devastating Disease Process 

That Is Going On Inside Your Body Right Now…UNDIAGNOSED! 

 How To Find Out If Something Critical Was Missed By Your Doctor 

While Diagnosing Your Thyroid. 

 Why Even Though Your Doctor Told You That Your Thyroid Was 

Normal You Still Feel Deep Down Inside That Something Is Wrong 

With Your Metabolism…(You are probably right) 

 How To Determine If You Are Doing Everything Possible To Improve 

Your Thyroid Function And Your Health. 

 The Most Common Reasons Why Your Thyroid Function And Health 

May Get Worse With Time Not Better! 

 What To Do Right Now If You Suffer From Low Thyroid. 

 Why Even Though You Are Taking Thyroid Hormones And Your Lab 

Work Comes Back Normal You Still Have All The Signs And Symptoms 

Of Low Thyroid. 

 

 Symptoms like… 
  

 Weight gain even with low calorie diets. 
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 Fatigue 

 Inability to lose weight even with intense and sustained exercise. 

 Depression 

 Constipation 

 Overly sensitive to cold weather 

 Poor circulation  

 Muscle cramps while at rest 

 Morning headaches that wear off as the day progresses 

 Catching colds and other viral/bacterial infections easily and have 

difficulty recovering 

 

 Signs like… 

  
 Dry or brittle hair 

 Your hair falls out easily…sometimes in clumps 

 Dry skin (even in humid climates) 

 Low axillary temperature 

 Edema (swelling/water retention) especially facial 

 Loss of outside portion of your eyebrows 

 

 

In Addition You Will Also Receive Recently Added Bonus 

Information…This FREE Information Alone Could    

Change Your Life Forever… 

 

   
And much much more! 

 

 Dear Low Thyroid Sufferer, 

 

 If you are reading this report then there is a good chance that you or a loved one has been 

struggling with a low functioning thyroid (hypothyroidism) or you suspect and feel that you must 

have a thyroid problem even though your doctor tells you there is nothing wrong.  This may be 

the one thing you read about your thyroid that may change your life forever.  I am about to reveal 

secrets so shocking in this report…secrets that quite frankly will push you to the brink of rage 

and disbelief.  

 

 You have either just been diagnosed with a low functioning thyroid (hypothyroidism) and 

have been place on thyroid hormones or you have been living with the effects of hypothyroidism 
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for years without any improvement of your symptoms despite thyroid hormones and normal lab 

results….Or you have suspected for a long time that you have a thyroid problem, but your doctor 

has “checked” and tells you everything is normal.   

 

 I am about to provide you with the information that could quite possibly change the way 

you feel and look practically overnight.  Information that could once and for all unlock the 

mystery behind why you still have all these low thyroid symptoms. 

 

 More importantly I am going to share information with you about the most common 

cause of hypothyroidism in the United States.  This causative factor completely changes the 

diagnosis and treatment of your condition. 

 

 In fact if you are afflicted with this condition the stakes are much higher than fatigue, 

weight gain, depression, constipation, etc. 

 

  

Read As Though Your Life Depends On It… 
 

 You are one of many women suffering with hypothyroidism or the many symptoms of 

low thyroid…And in my opinion…From what I have seen you have quite possibly been mis-

diagnosed or at the very least you have not been given a complete diagnosis…And this is very 

dangerous.  

 

 Many women, maybe even you, lay awake at night wondering why they are having so 

much difficulty losing weight always suspecting and feeling that something was being missed 

with their thyroid. 

 

 Thinking to themselves why else would I have literally every thyroid symptom if my 

thyroid was normal.  Wondering how it could be possible now that I’m on thyroid hormones and 

my labs are now normal…how could it be possible that I still have all the same low thyroid 

symptoms. 

 

 

The bad news is…You are right to wonder…You also have every right to be frustrated, 

because it has been my experience that most thyroid disorders are either missed, incompletely 

diagnosed, or flat out misdiagnosed. 

 

And there is one thing that is most often missed… 

 

And when it is missed it can have devastating impacts and effects on your health.  Sort of 

like missing cancer.  Not quite as serious but I think you get the point. 

 

However, if you take massive action after reading this report you could be a woman who 

never again wonders if something is being missed.  You will have iron clad certainty that all is 

well. 
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  The secrets I will reveal to you in this report will enlighten you to the point that you will 

want to tell every woman you know who is taking thyroid hormones what you have discovered.  

When you are done you will be wondering why your doctor never revealed this information to 

you before. 

 

What You Discover In This Guide May Change 

The Way You Look And Feel Forever… 

 
Now, first things first.  Before we go any further, I want you to do me a favor…promise 

you will read this entire report, word for word, at least twice.  Why twice?  Well, because there is 

so much valuable information that can possibly give you your life back and answer all your 

questions about why you have been feeling the way you feel. – I just want to make sure you “get 

it all” and don’t miss anything.  After you read it twice, don’t throw it out…give it to someone 

else taking thyroid hormones or a friend who has suspected a thyroid problem for years.   I want 

you to feel the incredible connection and inner fulfillment I do, when I give you these “secrets” 

and unlock the thyroid ankle chains that have stolen and IS stealing so much of your life. 

 

From this moment on, as you read further and discover the ONE THING, above all 

others, that can quite possibly answer all your burning questions about your thyroid and why you 

feel and function the way you do, you will also realize you are no longer alone…you will 

NEVER, EVER be alone again. 

 

Here’s Why Putting This Report Aside  

Could Cost You A Healthy, Happy Life… 

 
If you’ve been desperately searching for answers.  REAL and HONEST  answers as to 

why you continue to have low thyroid symptoms and HOW you can get better.  If you’re sick 

and tired of feeling poorly even though you are taking thyroid hormones and your lab work is 

normal.  If you want to FINALLY get your life back… 

 

And if by now you are chomping at the bit to find out the MOST COMMON CAUSE of 

hypothyroidism in this country and how that could be devastating your health across the board 

then reading this entire report RIGHT NOW and not putting it on a pile next to your unpaid bills, 

will prove to be the biggest, most important decision you’ve made in a long time. 

 

 

Do NOT put this off or you WILL miss out.  You will kick yourself later as you realize 

reading and following this simple report was the help and information you’ve been praying for 

since hypothyroidism stole your figure, your sense of well being, and your life. 

 

After reading the next 16 pages, you will feel that giant weight being lifted off your chest 

as you get the answers to your greatest hopes and dreams…as you get the answers to that huge, 
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debilitating life altering monster that cripples your enthusiasm for life, strains your relationships, 

and at this point causes you concern that something serious has been missed. 

 

You know that monster I’m talking about – The “Thyroid Monster” that causes you to 

take thyroid hormones even though you feel basically the same – the one that causes you to hate 

to walk into your closet or a department store to find an outfit.  The one that cause the bone-

crushing fatigue.  The one that causes  you to always feel depressed for no apparent reason. 

 

I’m here to tell you it does NOT have to be this way…it does NOT have to be a struggle 

anymore. 

 

I’m also here to be your knight in shining armor…To pass along to you one of the 

biggest flaws in medicine today as it relates to hypothyroidism. 

 

How is that possible you may be asking?  My doctor has checked “everything”…I have 

even seen an endocrinologist…How could something have been missed…How could my doctor 

have not checked for the most common cause of my problem, especially if it’s as serious as you 

are making it out to be? 

 

Well it’s not only possible it’s probable...Hypothyroidism in my opinion is often missed, 

incompletely diagnosed, misdiagnosed, and when this important piece of the puzzle, which I will 

reveal to you shortly, is missed or ignored it can be very serious.  It’s not about the luck of the 

draw.  It’s about little known secrets.  And what’s a secret?  A secret is nothing more than 

knowledge. 

 

Knowledge That You Don’t Have 
Knowledge That Your Doctor Or Endocrinologist May Not Have 

Knowledge That Could Change Your Life Forever! 

 
Imagine how life would be if you could lose weight with ease… 

 

Imagine how life would be if you could grow your hair back with ease… 

 

Imagine how life would be if you no longer had debilitating fatigue… 

 

Imagine if you were no longer depressed… 

 

Imagine what life would be like if you no longer need laxatives or fiber pills… 

 

Imagine what life would be like without water retention… 

 

Imagine what life would be like knowing that nothing has been missed and no stones left 

unturned… 
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Well, stop imagining…The information you need is here!!! 

 

 Hi, my name is Dr. Stephanie Chaney, D.C.  I am about to reveal to you what I believe is 

one of the biggest MEDICAL FLAWS going today. 

 

  I am also going to reveal to you why so many women feel and in fact know that 

something is wrong with their thyroid but there doctor always gives them a clean bill of health. 

 

 Why would I offer this free report and reveal all this to you…a complete stranger? 

 

 Well, I know just how frustrating hypothyroidism can be for women.  My wife has the 

very condition that I will reveal.  Because of this, I know how the symptoms of low thyroid 

changes your life for the worst.  I also know that so many women out there are missing an 

extremely important piece of the puzzle. 

 

 A piece of the puzzle that when it is diagnosed completely and correctly, changes the 

diagnosis and treatment protocols for hypothyroidism…A piece of information that once 

diagnosed means that the problem is no longer a thyroid problem. 

 

 How do I know how YOU feel? 

 

 Well, I help women with thyroid problems EVERY DAY.  You see a large part of my 

practice is devoted to helping women just like you.  Devoted to a disease that in my opinion is 

grossly mis-managed…often missed…often misdiagnosed.    

 

How In The World Could A Doctor Miss 

My Thyroid Condition? 
 

Ok lets start with this first…I have seen a lot of women in my office that are frustrated 

literally coming into my office in tears, because they feel and know beyond a shadow of a doubt 

that they have a thyroid problem.   

 

They present with every thyroid symptom imaginable, yet doctor after doctor, specialist 

after specialist have told them that there thyroid was normal. 

 

Missing thyroid problems is very common…Allow me, without getting too technical to 

explain how this happens. 

 

First of all you must run the proper tests in order to make an accurate and complete 

diagnosis.  This is where most doctors fail.  By in large most doctors only run one thyroid 

marker…TSH (thyroid stimulating hormone).  If it’s elevated then and only then do they make 

a diagnosis of primary hypothyroidism.  This is when thyroid hormones are prescribed…This is 

the only time they are prescribed! 
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This is a huge mistake…Just on a basic level there are three other markers that should be 

ordered in order to have a complete thyroid panel.  (T4, T3, and a free thyroxine index) 

 

So that’s the first problem…Incomplete testing! 

 

The second mistake is lack of knowledge or forgetting basic hormone physiology.  

 

So hopefully without too much brain damage let me attempt to explain the basics of how 

hormones work.   

 

First of all a part of your brain called the hypothalamus sends a chemical message (TRH 

thyroid releasing hormone) to your pituitary gland, also in your brain, telling it that more 

thyroid hormone is needed in the body.  Very common place for a break down! 

 

Next your pituitary gland releases TSH (thyroid stimulating hormone) which signals 

the thyroid to get to work.  This is by far the step that gets analyzed the most in a traditional 

medical setting.  Certainly problems arise at this step, however just because this step is normal 

does not mean that thyroid function is occurring normally as you will see.  (If you haven’t fallen 

asleep that is yet ) 
 

Your thyroid then releases T4 (Thyroxine) and T3 (Triiodothyronine) by far producing 

much more T4 than T3.  The important part here to understand is that T4 is inactive. 

 

Your body must then convert inactive T4 to active T3.  It accomplishes this through an 

enzyme known as 5 Diodinase.   Many women for various reasons have a huge problem with 

this step.  This is called underconversion. 

 

This step is very important for women currently taking thyroid hormones and still 

have low thyroid symptoms.  Let me explain. 

 

You are being given a synthetic form of T4 in the way of your prescription medication.  

One potential problem here is that your body does not recognize this synthetic hormone and as a 

result will have trouble converting it to active T3.  I see this problem often in my clinic and is 

certainly one of the many reasons a woman will be taking thyroid hormones, show normal lab 

results and still have all the symptoms.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

Now let’s back up just a little bit.  When your thyroid releases the thyroid hormones they 

then must be bound to a protein carrier.  Sort of like a taxi cab for the hormone.  The protein 

molecule takes the hormone for a ride in the body to where it must then get out of the taxi cab or 

what is otherwise known as cleaving itself from its protein carrier. 

 

Once it is free of its protein carrier it can then do its work, which is vital to every single 

cell in the body.   
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Many women have a problem at this step.  They can’t cleave the hormone from it’s 

protein carrier.  Therefore even if they are producing enough thyroid hormones they don’t have 

enough free hormone in circulation to do work.  This is called a binding protein problem. 

 

The active thyroid hormones in circulation then must signal back to the brain 

(hypothalamus and pituitary) that enough hormone is now in circulation to shut off the 

production.  This is known as a negative feedback loop.  For sure one of the biggest problems 

for women with thyroid problems. 

 

The moral of my brief attempt to teach you basic hormone physiology is that 

hypothyroidism can be caused by a break down at many different points.  In addition I have to 

admit I am a little bit of a nerd. 

 

Let me give you a summary of all the different types of hypothyroidism possible in a 

woman’s body. 

 

 

1. Primary Hypothyroidism (high TSH) 

2. Underconversion 

3. Binding Globulin Problem 

4. Hypothyroidism secondary to pituitary dysfunction 

5. Loss of negative feedback mechanisms 

6. Thyroid resistance 

7. XXX (We will talk about this one very soon.) 

 
 Allow me to also give you a list of all the different thyroid markers available and critical 

to making an accurate and comprehensive diagnosis. 

 

1. TSH 

2. Total Thyroxine  

3. Free Thyroxine 

4. Free Thyroxine Index 

5. Resin T3 Uptake 

6. Free T3 

7. Reverse T3 

8. T3S 

9. T3AC 

10. XXX (I promise you are almost 

there…almost to the point of finding out 
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what is in my opinion one of the biggest 

MEDICAL FLAWS going today and how 

this FLAW could be devastating your body 

day by day…setting you up for more 

serious diseases) 

 
 Now do you think for one minute your doctor or doctors have run all of these markers or 

even half of them…And even if they had the knowledge and foresight to run them could they 

even analyze them correctly? 

 

 Once again I am here to open your eyes to the fact that most doctors would read the 

above as if it were a foreign language.  Not because they are not smart or well meaning, but 

because this is not how mainstream medicine practices.  Period.  It is not the standard of care. 

 

 And this is a big problem… 

 

 However not as big of a problem as the one I am about to reveal to you… 

 
OK You’ve Waited This Long...Its Now Time 

For Me To Reveal What I Feel Is One Of The 

Biggest Medical Flaws Going Today. 
 
 Oh shoot I almost forgot I promised you BONUS information that I have just recently 

added to my report. 

 

 This lack of understanding of thyroid function and hypothyroidism is not just seen in the 

medical community it is also seen in the alternative medicine community. 

 

 Many well intentioned natural health care practitioners and many books on natural 

approaches to hypothyroidism promote the use of two main nutrients to correct and balance 

thyroid function…And they prescribe it in mass. 

 

 And if you are afflicted with the condition I am about to reveal whether it has been 

diagnosed or still remains hidden and undiagnosed you should get off of these nutrients right 

away. 

 

 Iodine and Tyrosine… 
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 If you are taking iodine and tyrosine and have not been diagnosed properly you could be 

throwing gasoline on a fire.  You will just have to trust me on this one…Stop taking these 

nutrients immediately until you know for sure you are not a victim of this MEDICAL FLAW. 

 

 One more piece of BONUS information… 

 

 If you have been diagnosed with hypothyroidism and are taking thyroid hormones you 

should stop consuming oats, rye, barley, and other grains containing gluten.   

 

 Even if you take no action at all after reading this report…If you just follow the above 

advice you will be doing yourself a world of good…and potentially stop a very serious condition 

from getting worse. 

 

 Ok I have made you wait long enough…However if you are still reading this report 

I can guarantee you it has been worth the wait. 

 

The Number One Cause Of      

Hypothyroidism In The United States Is                   

Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis. 

 
 What? Whats that you say?   

 

 Oh you want me to translate that into English. 

 

 Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis is an AUTO-IMMUNE condition. 

 

 That’s right the number one cause of hypothyroidism is not even a thyroid problem it’s 

an immune problem. 

 

 You think this might change your treatment a little?   

 

 Ok let me break it down for you.  An auto-immune condition is when your immune 

system spirals out of control and begins to attack its own tissue…in this case your 

thyroid…creating, you guessed it, hypothyroidism or what most doctors see as an elevation of 

TSH. 

 

 The most shocking news is that it almost never gets checked.  Can you imagine how 

many women are walking around with hypothyroidism, taking thyroid hormones and they have 

never even been tested for Hashimoto’s.  I guarantee you a whole heck of a lot.  I would venture 

to say most of them. 
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 I would also venture to say that a huge percentage of them actually have this auto-

immune condition.  I see it so much in my office now it has become no big surprise…sort of 

common place. 

 

 What’s even more maddening to me and probably to you is the test is extremely simple 

and inexpensive.  So why don’t they test for it? 

 

 Well I believe they don’t test for it because there are basically no drugs to prescribe for it. 

 

 I have even sent some of my patients back to their former doctors with proof that they 

have Hashimoto’s and by in large it gets completely ignored.  Oh just keep taking your 

hormones…you know in fact I think we should up your dosage. 

 

 Even when these doctors re-order the tests they fail to even order the proper test to check 

to see how the auto-immune condition is doing. 

 

 This is why I do what I do for women…Because if you have this condition you are 

basically ignored in the traditional medical model.   

 

 And this is very dangerous. 

 

 Because the scientific literature is very clear on auto-immune conditions.  When you have 

your immune system attacking one part of your body (in this case the thyroid) you can almost bet 

it is attacking and destroying other parts of your body. 

 

 Maybe more important when you have auto-immune expressions, there is a real 

possibility that as time goes on this auto-immune expression will begin to spiral out of control 

and potentially cause more classic auto-immune conditions and continue on a rampage through 

your body like a Colorado brush fire. 

 

 Let me give the benefit of the doubt again…Lets say we are living in a parallel universe 

where all doctors knew how to diagnose all potential thyroid disorders and had the foresight to 

order the correct test to rule in or rule out Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. 

 

 Then you have to have the knowledge of how to manage it.  Guess what…the only drug 

on the market for thyroid disorders is thyroid hormone.  That’s about it! 

 

 So in this parallel universe that I just created you are still out of luck. 

 

 

So What’s A Woman To Do? 
 

 

 

 What’s The Secret? 
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 If you haven’t figured it out already…Here it is. 

 

 You need a doctor who cares about you and how this disease is negatively impacting 

your life…A doctor who will spend the time to listen to all of your concerns and really be 

thorough…A doctor who will put it all together for you and order all the right tests.  One that 

does not just push drugs on you…One that spends countless hours researching the latest and 

greatest in the treatment of hypothyroidism and Hashimoto’s  

Thyroiditis… One who will take the time to listen and search like Sherlock Holmes to uncover 

the true nature of your condition. 

 

 You need a doctor who has not given up on you…A doctor that won’t give up until you 

become free from a life of misery and dysfunction…You deserve it!! 

 

 I know it sounds like an impossibility…A doctor who really cares and listens…One who 

understands your condition better than anyone…One who has been affected by the condition 

personally…A doctor with a small town bed side manner and a big city understanding of the 

human body. 

 

 Don’t give up HOPE… 

 

The Dissection 

Of A Soul… 

 
 You see, you can loose a leg…you can loose an arm…but there is NOTHING like an 

amputated spirit.  That’s what hypothyroidism can do to you.  And the worst part is you are not 

alone.  Hypothyroidism whether it’s undiagnosed or is a true auto-immune condition is 

amputating the spirit of so many women.  Women just like you… 

 

 Hypothyroidism and Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis  is a nasty disease ruining the lives of 

millions of women.  Some of these women don’t even know they have it.  A disease once 

thought to have the simple solution of thyroid replacement is now becoming more clear and 

frightening as time moves on. 

 

 What I’m here to do is share this information with you.  Sharing this information with 

you I think will change your life forever.  Give you the power and energy to live life to the 

fullest again.  Before it’s too late. 

 

 I will take you by the hand and answer ALL your questions…giving you the best possible 

way to get healthier and stronger. 

…………… 

 I don’t care if you’ve been to 100’s of other doctors.  Or if you’ve tried everything 

under the sun to no avail.  None of that matters. 
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 The ONLY thing that matters…is your desire to live a healthy life…a quality life…a 

desire to make sure serious health problems are not being missed…in short your desire to 

be whole again. 

 

 Let me be your guide.  I know what you’re going through.  I have helped countless 

women in your shoes…even my own wife… and no one can tell me that you are doomed.  I 

KNOW BETTER.  I have personally seen many women missing critical information about their 

condition that changes their overall ability to function optimally. 

 

 I’ve filled my practice just from word-of –mouth.  It’s taken me months to write this 

report and now that I have made it available to the Baltimore/Washington D.C.  public I’m 

getting overwhelmed.  I’m not sure how many more new women I can accept. 

 

 I strictly limit the number of patients so I can give each and every one the individual 

attention you need to get the best possible results.  I refuse to be one of the doctors who spends 

only 3-5 minutes with each patient.  Quite frankly that common practice makes me sick. 

 

 So please…if you are at all interested in seeing whether or not your thyroid condition has 

been missed…incompletely diagnosed…or if you are interested in finding out whether or not 

your thyroid is being literally destroyed from within.   

 If you are interested to see if you qualify to be a patient of mine, and see if this is finally 

the one thing you’ve been waiting for... the one thing you’ve been dreaming about…do it now.   

As I’ll explain in a minute, you don’t risk a single penny. 

 

How Would You Like To Find Out If You 

Qualify For This Amazing, New 

Program…Absolutely Free? 
 

 Here’s The Qualification Process… 

 

 A consultation with me, Dr. Stephanie Chaney D.C., to 

discuss your problems and answer ALL your questions.  

You will be taken by the hand and ALL your questions 

and concerns will be answered before you leave. 

 A complete Hypothyroidism/Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis 

qualification case history and questionnaire to help 

determine if I can help you. 

 A specialized Hypothyroidism Evaluation. 
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 A Complete Hypothyroidism Dietary and Nutritional 

Evaluation. Here I will take you by the hand and 

analyze your dietary habits to determine whether or not 

you need to make any adjustments.  In addition I will 

personally evaluate all your nutritional supplements, 

herbs, minerals, botanicals, homeopathics, etc. to 

determine whether or not they are right for you. 

 Bring all your medical records.  I will go over them with 

a fine tooth comb to make sure nothing has been 

missed.  I can’t tell you how many times I have found 

something that has been overlooked that could 

completely change your prognosis. 

 I will even determine whether or not you have had all 

necessary and appropriate tests for your condition.  I 

know from experience that you have not had thorough 

testing done to properly evaluate your thyroid 

condition. 

 Finally a written Hypothyroidism or Hashimoto’s, 

whichever is the case, Recommended Action Plan. 

 

Total Value ($325) 

 

All Completely FREE! 

 

If You Call (410) 216-9180 And Schedule Your 

Thyroid Qualification Evaluation Before: 

 

April 29, 2011 
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“Now Give Me A Minute                                                        

To Speak “Off The Record…” 

 
 You’ve spent the last half-an-hour or so reading this report.  16 pages to this point.  You 

MUST be seriously interested in what I’ve said and what my Ultimate Thyroid Program can do 

for you.  Finally finding a completely risk-free way to see if everything possible is being done 

for your disease…making sure that no stone is left unturned must be exactly what you’ve spent 

so many sleepless, painful nights dreaming about.  Nevertheless, 9 out of 10 of you  who have 

made it this far, all the way through this guide, will “chicken out.”  Back down when the answer 

to your prayers may be just one, painless phone call away. 

                                                                                                                  

 Why do so many people give up without at least giving it a shot?  I think you’ve been 

taken advantage of…played for a sucker more than once…given up hope...Your fears preyed 

upon by the pharmaceutical ads and drug pushing doctors who never listen to you.  By this time 

you are a little more than “gun shy.”  I understand and can’t blame you. You will NOT be taken 

for a fool and dismissed.  You will be given ALL the tools you need to get relief from your 

thyroid condition. – Now the only question left is…are you gonna chicken out? 

 

Remember When… 

 
 If you can think back right now to a time before you first began having thyroid symptoms 

and that fateful day when an official diagnosis of hypothyroidism hit you like a ton of bricks.  Or 

if you have spent years with the struggles of all the symptoms with no answers insight.  Imagine 

how wonderful you felt without all the hassles and complications.  Now you are constantly being 

told you are eating too much and that’s why you can’t lose the weight…Being told to exercise 

more to lose the weight…Constant embarrassment about your hair falling out and losing its 

youthful shine…and the most frustrating.. is that your thyroid is normal. 

 

 Imagine how that would feel again…to have the energy and incredible connection again 

to life…with your spouse, your children, your family – and if you could look back on today, 

sitting here reading this report, as being the beginning of that – the beginning of the happy, 

fulfilled, healthy life you’ve always wanted.  If you can feel that RIGHT NOW and want that 

feeling to continue, you probably should, and ought to pick up the phone and schedule your 

evaluation RIGHT NOW! 

 

Here’s What To Do Next… 

 
So, if you’re really serious about ending your suffering and making sure you are not auto-

immune once and for all, call (410) 216-9180 by  

 

April 29, 2011 

_________________________________. 
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 Remember you must call by the date stamped above to receive your consultation with me 

Dr. Chaney. 

 

 Absolutely FREE with no further obligation! 

 

Disclaimer:  All free consultations are subject to availability based upon Dr. Chaney’s 

schedule.  Should she run out of space for his thyroid program you will not be able to 

schedule an appointment until she opens her schedule again to take new patients. 
 

 

 

 Why go another day with hypothyroidism eating away at your life or Hashimoto’s eating 

away at your body, when the possible answer to your thyroid woes may be right here, right in 

front of you?  How would you feel, finding out years from now, the answer to your problems 

was right in front of your face all along…and you let it slip through your fingers? 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dr. Stephanie Chaney, D.C. 
 

P.S. One Last Thing – It’s Really Important – Please remember…I can not possibly accept everyone 

into my program.  I could easily get swamped very quickly.  If that happens, I will have to stop the offer 

and start a waiting list.  I did not write this guide to get rich.  I have a very busy practice already.  No.  I 

wrote this guide because I honestly want to make a difference for as many women as possible.  And I’m 

always amazed at how quickly and easily someone’s life can completely turn around.  Now with this 

report, I get the message out to many women.  It’s exciting for me… 

 

So don’t delay on this.  If you want to find out if you qualify for this amazing program…call 

right now.  After all the women I have helped not one has ever regretting calling my office.  

That’s pretty phenomenal…and it proves this is the real deal…not just smoke and mirrors.  This 

is very important.  Call today. 

 

P.P.S.  The decision you make right now by either picking up the phone and scheduling your 

free evaluation or throwing out this guide may have a drastic effect on the rest of your life.  It 

may be the difference between enjoying the rest of your life and doing all the things you want to 

do and suffering on the sidelines of life as this disease takes control.  This decision is as serious 

as a heart attack and I hope you make it wisely. 

 

P.P.P.S.  This evaluation will take about 1 hour.  There will be 8,760 hours in the next year.  

You will spend those hours many ways.  How many of those hours will be spent watching T.V.?  

Worrying?  Sleeping?  Doing “nothing?”  Wasted!!  I promise you will not miss this one measly 

hour from your hectic schedule.  After your evaluation your life will only be one hour shorter, 

but thousands and thousands of hours “better.” 

 

P.S. #4  What’s the worst thing that can happen to you if you come in and get your FREE 

THYROID EVALUATION? 



www.NaturalEffectiveThyroidSolutions.com 
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 Is this an opportunity you can afford to pass up? 

 

 Call (410) 216-9180 to schedule your FREE THYROID qualification evaluation.  

Remember, there is absolutely no further obligation but you must call by the date stamped in this 

guide to receive this $325 value completely FREE! 

 

 

Disclaimer:  This guide is for informational purposes only.  It is not designed to substitute for 

professional and individualized health advice.  Please do not stop or start taking any 

prescription medication without the advice of a licensed health care practitioner as this can be 

very dangerous to your health.  You should always consult with your doctor regarding 

prescription drugs. 

 

In addition it should be noted that this report is for informational and educational purposes 

only and should not be misconstrued as a claim or representation of a cure, rather a natural 

and nutritional approach to managing thyroid dysfunction. 


